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On successful completion of the module, students will:
1. Be able to develop an original idea on a given theme, research it and visualise it in a narrative form.
2. Be able to evaluate critically a wide range of design and narrative options and choose the best suited 
to the intention of a particular project.
3. Be able to use drawing and storyboards as meaningful plans for motion graphics projects.
4. Understand and be able to use proficiently the basic concepts of 2D character animation.
5. Be able to use appropriate software tools to create professional motion graphics pieces.
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1         The title of the module

2         The School which will be responsible for management of the module

Engineering and Digital Arts

8       The number of credits the module represents

9         Which term(s) the module is to be taught in (or other teaching pattern)

7        The level of the module (eg Certificate [C], Intermediate [I], Honours [H] or Postgraduate [M])

10        Pre-requisite and co-requisite modules

11       The programme of study to which the module contributes

12       The intended subject specific learning outcomes and, as appropriate, their relationship to 
            programme learning outcomes

None

EL337

BSc Multimedia Technology & Design

BSc Multimedia Technology & Design with a Year in Industry

BA in Digital Arts

BA in Digital Arts with a Year in Industry

BSc Web Computing

BSc Web Computing with a Year in Industry

3        The start date of the module

September 2005

5       The number of students expected to take the module

90

6        Modules to be withdrawn on the introduction of this proposed module and consultation with 
           other relevant  Departments and Faculties regarding the withdrawal
   EL332

These outcomes are related to the programme learning outcomes in the appropriate curriculum maps as 
follows:

4       The cohort of students (onwards) to which the module will be applicable

2005-06



Students will learn to use ICT, will improve their personal and interpersonal skills and will develop core 
key skills, such as learning and communicating effectively, critical thinking and time management, 
contributing to the Transferable/Key Skills in the generic learning outcomes for the MTD programme 
D2–D7 and for the DA programme D2-D7.

This concentrates on two vital stages of the creative use of motion graphics in multimedia. Firstly, the 
traditional skills of taking a theme or idea and thinking around it, researching it, developing an insight 
concerning it and developing a narrative to embody this and illustrate it. Secondly, the modern skills of 
planning and creating a meaningful time-based visual narrative with current multimedia applications.

VISUAL NARRATIVE 
Character development
Scripting and storyboarding
Treatment
Concept development
Theories of animation and film

MOTION GRAPHICS
Layers, Timelines and Tools
Alpha channels and file format types
Title and Text Animation
Sound and Music
Character Animation

INTRODUCTION TO FLASH
Seven two hour unassesed workshops.

FLASH PROJECT
Three two-hour workshops to support project development in Wks 22-24.

FLASH MOVIE
Assessed.

9 lectures and 10 two-hour workshops explain the core ideas, analyse examples and demonstrate the 
practical techniques used to convey them.
 The coursework assignments address learning outcomes 1 - 5.

The total number of contact hours is 29, whilst the total workload is 150 hours.

13       The intended generic learning outcomes and, as appropriate, their relationship to programme
            learning outcomes

14       A synopsis of the curriculum

Coursework

16        Learning and Teaching Methods, including the nature and number of contact hours and the total
            study hours which will be expected of students, and how these relate to achievement of the 
            intended learning outcomes

17       Assessment methods and how these relate to testing achievement of the intended learning outcomes

Lecture Syllabus

100% on Flash Project (LO 1-5) to comprise Storyboard, Set and Character Design (20%), Flash 

15       Indicative Reading List

MTD/MTDwInd:  A1,A3,A6, B4,B5,B7,B8, C1,C3-C9
DA/DAwInd: A1,A3,A6,A7, B4,B5,B7,B8, C3-C9

Core Texts

Georgenes, C. (2010).  How to Cheat in Flash CS5:  The Art of Design and Animation, Focal Press

Recommended Reading

The Animator's Survival Kit: A Working Manual of Methods, Principles and Formulas for 
Computer, Stop-motion, Games and Classical Animators, Richard Williams, 2002, Faber and 
Faber Ltd, ISBN: 0571202284



Prototype (20%) and Flash Movie (60%).

18       Implications for learning resources, including staff, library, IT and space

This is a partial revision of the current EL332 module and requires the same resources, namely use of 
the Design Studio for seminars and use of Multimedia Laboratory C for studio work.

19       The School recognises and has embedded the expectations of current disability equality legislation, 
           and supports students with a declared disability or special educational need in its teaching. Within 
           this module we will make reasonable adjustments wherever necessary, including additional or 
           substitute materials, teaching modes or assessment methods for students who have declared and 
           discussed their learning support needs. Arrangements for students with declared disabilities 
           will be made on an individual basis, in consultation with the University’s disability/dyslexia 
           support service, and specialist support will be provided where needed.      





Statement by the Director of Learning and Teaching:

"I confirm I have been consulted on the above module proposal and have given advice on the correct 
procedures and required content of module proposals"

......................................................................................                      .....................................................
Director of Learning/Teaching                                                      Date

......................................................................................
(Print name)

Statement by the Head of School:

"I confirm that the School has approved the introduction of the module and will be responsible for its 
resourcing"

......................................................................................                      .....................................................
Head of School                                                                       Date

......................................................................................
(Print name)


